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Whither We Goest? 

 

As I view the Boxer around the country on my travels as a judge and a breeder, I am struck 

by what I view as an overall disappointing quality. Yes, we have some outstanding 

examples of the breed, and I trust we always will. But I think there is a large gap between 

the highest and best quality, and what can and does finish but can arguably be seen as 

mediocre. We have way too many generic champions already in this breed. And many more 

coming--just look at so many of those photos on Facebook! 

       

When you talk to conscientious boxer breeders today, a typical scenario unfolds. When 

contemplating a planned breeding, invariably the conversation first and often 'only' turns to 

health testing. Has so-and-so Stud Dog been tested for ARVC? DM? HD? What are his Holter 

numbers? What are the equivalent results on the prospective dam? Have you checked OFA 

results? More and more discussion ensues on what results are good enough to breed, 

whether or not a DM At Risk should be bred to a Carrier, knowing a certain % of puppies 

would be At Risk; what are the merits of the ARVC test? And so on. Breeders are genuine 

experts on breed health tests. While this same conversation 20 years ago might concentrate 

on which faults complemented which virtues, many breeders today are only talking about 

tests complementing tests. Do some of these breeders even pause to consider what the 

next generation will actually *look* like? Will they be square? Will they have a slightly 

sloping topline? Will their expression be typical and sweet? Will they be balanced? Will they 

be bold and fearless? Unfortunately, the resulting puppies, while hopefully healthy, may be 

sadly lacking in breed type and/ or temperament. Why?  Because the breeders are 

forgetting the rest of the dog in their tunnel visioned analysis of health concerns.  

       

Please understand that I would never ignore health test results. They are, of course, of 

paramount importance to the future of the breed. And the conversations regarding health 

testing are a most welcome addition to the wealth of information a breeder should want to 

consider. We now have much more science to consider than any breeder did in generations 

past. I wish I had known in 1975 what I know today about many medical issues. But 

science is only one component of a very complicated puzzle. Only part of the big picture. If 

we breed boxers who live 30 years but don't look much like a boxer according to the 

Standard, should we be happy? I would argue "No." We should want it all--that mythically 

perfect dog, sound and beautiful inside and out.  

     

We stand at a crossroads. 
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